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The Retinotopy of Visual Spatial Attention
Despite this progress, many questions about the corti-Roger B. H. Tootell,* Nouchine Hadjikhani,
cal organization of spatial visual attention remain unre-E. Kevin Hall, Sean Marrett, Wim Vanduffel,
solved. It would be especially helpful to know exactlyJ. Thomas Vaughan, and Anders M. Dale
which visual areas are modulated by spatial attentionNuclear Magnetic Resonance Center
and how strong that modulation is in each area. SpatialMassachusetts General Hospital
attention has been studied in just a few of the z30 areasCharlestown, Massachusetts 02129
of macaque visual cortex. What about spatial attention
in each of the remaining areas? The role of spatial atten-
tion is even less clear in human visual cortex, since
Summary few prior studies have compared patterns of attention-
related activity to the location of human cortical areas.
We used high-field (3T) functional magnetic resonance In both humans and macaques, prior studies suggest
imaging (fMRI) to label cortical activity due to visual a hierarchical model in which spatial attention is, ironi-
spatial attention, relative to flattened cortical maps of cally, least prominent in precisely the area (V1) that has
the retinotopy and visual areas from the same human the most precise retinotopy and smallest receptive
subjects. In the main task, the visual stimulus re- fields. Instead, spatial attention is thought to modulate
mained constant, but covert visual spatial attention activity in higher-order areas (e.g., V4 or IT), where re-
was varied in both location and load. In each of the ceptive fields are much larger and retinotopy is less
extrastriate retinotopic areas, we found MR increases precise.
at the representations of the attended target. Similar This hierarchical model of spatial attention is sup-
but smaller increases were found in V1. Decreased ported by a great deal of evidence across a wide range
MR levels were found in the same cortical locations of experimental approaches, including macaque single
when attention was directed at retinotopically differ- units (e.g., Moran and Desimone, 1985; Luck et al., 1997),
ent locations. In and surrounding area MT1, MR in- human event-related potentials (ERPs) (e.g., Mangun et
al., 1993; Heinze et al., 1994; Mangun, 1995; Clark andcreases were lateralized but not otherwise retinotopic.
Hillyard, 1996; Woldorff et al., 1997), and human neuro-At the representation of eccentricities central to that
imaging studies (e.g., Corbetta et al., 1993; Heinze etof the attended targets, prominent MR decreases oc-
al., 1994; Woldorff et al., 1997; Culham et al., 1998).curred during spatial attention.
However, there are also notable counter-examples to
the hierarchical evidence in the macaque single unitIntroduction
evidence (e.g., Motter, 1993; Roelfsema et al., 1998), the
ERPs (Aine et al., 1995), and the human neuroimagingIt is well known that our sensitivity to specific visual
(e.g., Shulman et al., 1997; Watanabe et al., 1998; D.
field locations is modulated by attention (reviewed by
Somers, personal communication).
Posner and Petersen, 1990; Colby, 1991; Posner and Even if spatial attention effects were present and
Dehaene, 1994; Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Mangun, equally prominent in all visual cortical areas, this still
1995; Maunsell, 1995). Spatial attention has been distin- leaves unresolved the retinotopic specificity of the ef-
guished from other types of visual attention, such as fects within each area. For instance, how large is the
attention to objects or features. Because spatial atten- ªspotlightº of attention across the cortical map in each
tion is so dynamic yet localized, it has often been de- visual area? Does it expand drastically in higher-tier
scribed in metaphors such as a ªspotlightº (Eriksen and cortical areas, like the sensory-defined receptive fields?
Hoffman, 1973; Posner et al., 1980; Treisman and Gormi- Single unit studies imply that the size of the attention
can, 1988), a ªsearchlightº (Crick, 1984), or a ªwindowº spotlight may be directly related to the size of the re-
(Connor et al., 1997) of attention. Others have regarded ceptive fields in each area (e.g., Connor et al., 1997;
such ªtop-downº metaphors as misleading, instead view- Luck et al., 1997), but this hypothesis has not been
ing attention as an ªemergent processº (Desimone and tested systematically in most cortical visual areas.
Duncan, 1995). Human neuroimaging studies reported that spatial at-
In daily life, attention is normally drawn to a specific tention produces preferential activation in the hemi-
location in the visual field, followed almost immediately sphere contralateral to the attended target (Mangun et
by a saccade to foveate that location. In the laboratory, al., 1993, 1997; Heinze et al., 1994; Mangun, 1995; Clark
and Hillyard, 1996; Vandenberghe et al., 1996; Woldorffsuch transient spatial attention effects can be studied in
et al., 1997). Such demonstrations of cortical lateralitya sustained manner by having subjects fixate a specified
are necessary but not sufficient to demonstrate retino-point but direct and maintain their attention on a point
topy. For instance, cortical regions without demonstra-specified elsewhere. This so-called ªcovert attentionº
ble retinotopy, such as human MT1, can nonethelessparadigm has revealed a great deal about visual spatial
show lateralized activity (Tootell et al., 1995a, 1998a).attention in experiments including psychophysics, neu-
Furthermore, some visual cortical neurons are influ-roimaging, and cortical electrophysiology.
enced by ipsilateral as well as contralateral stimuli, to
varying extents and in different retinotopic locations
(e.g., Van Essen and Zeki, 1978; Clarke and Miklossy,* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: tootell@
nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). 1990; Tootell et al., 1998a).
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Figure 1. Diagram of the Stimulus and Timing
in the Main Spatial Attention Experiment
(A) A picture of the stimulus at one point in
time. A small central fixation point was always
present, flanked by bars that were presented
in a rapid repetitive sequence, in four loca-
tions (see below). The bars have been num-
bered here (see arrows) but were not in the
actual stimulus.
(B) An example of the timing of the bar pre-
sentation in one quadrant, at a scale of milli-
seconds. For illustrative purposes, this time
segment is sampled from the fourth quadrant
during one of the ªattendº trials (ªA-4º; see
below), but the timing and nature of the bar
presentations were equivalent at all other
times, in all quadrants.
(C) The overall timing of this experiment, on a
time scale of seconds. Subjects either viewed
the stimulus passively (ªPVº) or attended to
one of the flashing bar targets (ªA-1,º ªA-39,
etc.) in alternating blocks of trials.
Presumably, many of these questions could be re- to indicate (via button press) when the bar appeared
at a horizontal orientation. Performance data (percentsolved by using neuroimaging techniques in humans.
Our approach here was to map spatial visual attention correct) was reported to the subject after each scan.
Importantly, the stimulus was identical during all thesein direct comparison to the cortical retinotopy. To max-
imize relevance to the previous literature, we adopted conditions. Full details of the attention task, and the
retinotopic controls, are given in the Experimental Pro-a covert attention paradigm, using stimuli modeled after
those used in previous ERP studies. To make the most cedures.
revealing maps possible, we also used cortical flat-
tening, improved retinotopic techniques, high-field (3T)
imaging, and greatly expanded signal averaging. Retinotopic Controls
Our analysis of the spatially selective attention results
depended on localizing the retinotopic projection ofResults
the bar targets, from a purely sensory perspective. In
the first of these control experiments, we presented theThe main attention task is shown in Figure 1. It was
designed to independently test the effects of (1) spatially flashing bar targets during passive viewing conditions
and compared the resultant activity to the activity pro-selective attention, to each of four different locations,
and (2) spatial attention, compared to passive viewing. duced while viewing the same stimulus without the bar
targets (see Retinotopic Control Stimulus I in Experi-During different 16 s epochs, the subject viewed a stimu-
lus in which four bars (one in each quadrant) were re- mental Procedures). An example from one subject is
shown in Figures 2 and 3A. The peripheral flashing barspeatedly presented in a rapid ªstreamº. Throughout the
scan, the subject was required to maintain fixation on produced a pattern of activation, which was generally
consistent with the geometry of the stimulus, relative tothe central point and to either attend to the bars in a
cued quadrant (ªA-1,º ªA-2,º ªA-3,º or ªA-4,º depending prior descriptions of the visual retinotopy. To test this
relationship more precisely, we compared the activityon the location of the cued quadrant), or to passively
view the same display (ªPVº condition). During any of maps produced by the bar targets (Figure 3A) to the
overall maps of retinotopic eccentricity (Figure 3B) andthe four ªattendº conditions, the subject was required
Retinotopy of Visual Spatial Attention
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Figure 2. Retinotopy of the Bar Targets in Nonflattened Views of the Brain
This shows the results of a control experiment without attentional modulation, revealing the sensory projection of the bar targets relative to
a uniform gray field (retinotopic control stimulus I). These fMRI maps are shown in a single right hemisphere, in both the normal folded state
(A and B) and in the inflated state (C and D). The hemisphere is viewed from a medial±posterior viewpoint in (A) and (C) and from a lateral±posterior
view in (B) and (D). In (C) and (D), sulci and gyri in the original folded brain are rendered in light and dark gray, respectively. MR signals that
were significantly higher due to the flashing bars are coded in red-through-yellow pseudocolor. MR signals that were higher during the
converse condition are coded in blue-through-cyan pseudocolor. In all retinotopic areas, the (yellow/red) activation produced by the bars
was consistent with their retinotopic location at z10.58±118 eccentricity (see also Figure 3A). The (blue/cyan) ºdeactivationº was centered on
the foveal representation (white asterisk). The borders of the major visual areas are labeled in (C) and (D).
polar angle (Figure 3C) in the same subject. As pre- circle produced a much wider spread of activation in
higher-order retinotopic areas such as V3A compareddicted, the activity map produced by the bar targets
formed a chain-like pattern within the retinotopic areas. to that in lower-tier areas such as V1 (Figure 11 of Tootell
et al., 1997). Such differences in the ªcortical point im-The long axis of this ªchainº was centered on the isoec-
centricity band at z10.58±118 (within green pseudocolor, ageº support the generality (from macaque) that re-
ceptive fields in human V3A are larger than those in V1.Figure 3B), the eccentricity at which the bar targets were
centered in the visual field (Figure 1A). Here, the discrete bar targets produced a similar effect.
The ªchainº of isoeccentric activation produced by theThe polar angle retinotopy also makes a specific pre-
diction about the projection of the bar targets. Instead bar targets was relatively thin in areas V1, V2, and even
V3/VP. However, it expanded greatly in areas V3A andof being uniformly thick and continuous as in the maps
of isoeccentricity (Figure 3B), the thickness of this isoec- V7 and to a lesser extent in V4v (see Figure 3A). This
and similar data suggest that receptive field size is quitecentricity ªchainº should wax and wane as it crosses
the adjacent retinotopic areas. It should be thinnest at large in human areas V7 and V3A, medium sized in V4v,
and smaller in V3/VP, V2, and V1.the representations of the vertical and horizontal meridi-
ans, and thickest at the representation of intermediate The convergent information in Figures 3A±3C revealed
the exact retinotopic projection of each of the bar targets(z458 oblique) polar anglesÐconsistent with the loca-
tion of the bar targets in the visual field. This variation used in our spatial attention experiment. Figure 3D
shows this projection. Because activity in human MT1 isin thickness should be most obvious in those areas with
the most precise retinotopic map, especially V1 and, to lateralized (Tootell et al., 1995a, 1997) but not obviously
subdivided into upper versus lower visual field represen-a lesser extent, V2 (Tootell et al., 1997). This predicted
activity pattern was seen in most cases (e.g., in V1 and tations (Sereno et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1995a, 1997;
DeYoe et al., 1996), targets in both contralateral quad-V2 of Figure 3A).
In a prior study, we showed that a thin isoeccentric rants were predicted to project to MT1.
Neuron
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Figure 3. Retinotopic Localization of the Four-Bar Targets
Each panel shows flattened maps of the left and right hemispheres from a single subject, on the left and right side of the panel, respectively.
(A) shows the same activity map as in Figure 2, plus data from the opposite (left) hemisphere. The phase-encoded maps of retinotopic
eccentricity and polar angle (retinotopic control stimuli II) are shown in (B) and (C), respectively. In (D), the location of each of the bar targets
in the visual field has been translated to their multiple representations in cortex. This retinotopic translation was based on the maps of phase-
encoded retinotopy (B and C), retinotopic field sign (data not shown), and the map of activation due to the bars themselves (A). The bar
targets are numbered according to the scheme in Figure 1A, redrawn in the central logo in (D). Gyri and sulci in the original (folded) brain are
indicated as light and dark gray in the flattened cortical surface. The confluent foveal representation is indicated by a row of white asterisks
across V1, V2, V3, etc. The borders of visual areas are shown by white lines (solid 5 horizontal meridian; dotted 5 upper visual meridian;
dashed 5 lower vertical meridian; see logos in [B] and [C]). In (C) and (D), gray lines have also been drawn around each contiguous representation
of the upper or lower visual fields, although this procedure artificially bisects V3A and V8. In (D), the numbers of the bar targets have also
been placed at the projection of the bar targets. In other panels and in subsequent figures, the area names have instead been positioned at
this same projection of the bar targets. The calibration bar indicates 1 cm, without correction for flattening distortion (average z10%).
We also found a relative decrease in MR activity (blue other conditions (i.e., attention to the targets in each of
through cyan) during the epochs containing the bar tar- the remaining three quadrants, plus the passive viewing
gets (see Figure 3A) in V1, V2, V3/VP, etc. However, conditions). The subtraction condition here was deliber-
this relative decrease did not occur in the retinotopic ately open minded; in subsequent analyses, we com-
representations of the bar targets themselves. Instead, pare the more specific activity produced only by atten-
it occurred in the retinotopic representations of eccen- tion to the different quadrants.
tricities closer to the fovea than the targets. This and In general, the correspondence was quite good. Atten-
similar foveal MR inhibitory effects are discussed in tion to a specific location in the visual field produced
more detail below. higher activity in the sensory representation of those
same locations (see Figure 4). For instance, the retino-
topic eccentricity of the attention-related activity wasSpatially Selective Attention
well centered on the ªchainº of retinotopic eccentricityOur main hypothesis was that attention to a specific
produced by the targets themselves. Also, the attentionvisual field location produces higher MR activity in the
activity expanded dramatically in the higher-tier areas,retinotopically corresponding location of cortex, in at
such as V3A and V7, just as the sensory-based retino-least some visual areas. Here, we tested that hypothesis,
topy did (cf. Figure 4C and Figure 3A). This suggestsanalyzing results from our main attention experiment
that the receptive field mechanisms underlying atten-(Figure 1). Figure 4 is an overview of the activity pro-
tion-based maps are closely related to those in the sen-duced by attention to each of the four cued targets.
sory maps.Each comparison shows the significant differences in
However, the correspondence between the predictedMR level during (1) attention to the target, indicated in
the corresponding logo, minus (2) the average of all and obtained attention retinotopy was not perfect. For
Retinotopy of Visual Spatial Attention
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Figure 4. Overall View of the Retinotopy of
Visual Spatial Attention
Each panel on the left (A±D) shows variations
in MR activity produced by attention to a tar-
get in one quadrant, relative to all other condi-
tions. All data are taken from the brain shown
in Figure 3. The attended quadrant is indi-
cated in the rectangular logo in the center of
the right panels (attention directed to target
in the upper left visual field [E]; lower left [F];
upper right [G]; lower right [H]). Based on the
retinotopic analysis illustrated in Figure 3, the
remaining parts of the diagrams on the right
(E±H) show the topography of the sensory
activity produced by each bar target (in red),
relative to the diagram of the upper and lower
visual fields in the polar angle map of the
same subject (enclosed in white lines). Ob-
tained MR activity that was significantly
higher during attention to targets in the indi-
cated quadrant is shown in red-through-yel-
low pseudocolor (see activity scale, bottom
right) in the corresponding panels on the left.
MR activity that was lower during attention
to the indicated quadrant is rendered in blue-
through-cyan pseudocolor.
instance, at this statistical threshold, the attention- performed the attention task, in the MR scanner. As
shown in Figure 5, such tests confirmed that subjectsrelated activity vanished toward the calcarine fissure,
where V1 is normally located (see Figure 4 and below). maintained stable fixation on the central point while di-
recting their attention to the peripheral targets, as inOn the other hand, the lateralized activity predicted (and
found) in MT1 also extended well beyond that area, into many prior covert attention studies.
Figure 6 shows the activity produced in our main at-the undefined cortical regions surrounding it. Finally,
there were additional small patches of higher MR in- tention paradigm in superior visual cortex. To reveal
additional information, the format in Figure 6 differs fromcreases, which were not predicted by the retinotopy of
the attended targets. In all panels of Figure 4, such that in Figure 4 in several ways: (1) it is magnified, (2)
the borders of visual areas are shown for comparisonªextraº patches were consistently located in retinotopic
extrastriate cortex at a representation near 0.58 eccen- (rather than the contiguous representations of upper or
lower visual fields), and (3) we used a more selectivetricity, exactly opposite to the representation of the at-
tended quadrant (i.e., in the hemisphere ipsilateral to measure of spatial attention (attention to the cued quad-
rant, compared to activity in the nonattended quadrants,the attended target and in the ªwrongº superior±inferior
quadrant). We do not yet understand these ªextraº disregarding activity in the ªPVº epochs).
As in Figure 4, selective attention to the upper versuspatches of increased MR signal.
Two types of evidence confirmed that the subjects lower visual field produced higher MR activity in the
corresponding sensory representations of the upper andmaintained adequate fixation during this covert atten-
tion task. First, the retinotopic fMRI patterns themselves lower visual fields. Figure 6 shows further that this oc-
curred even within a single areaÐin this case, V3A.would have revealed any significant deviation from sta-
ble fixation. For instance, if the subjects had instead The attention-related retinotopy was approximately
as orderly as the retinotopy itself. For instance, if onelooked directly at the stimulus (rather than at the fixation
point), the activity maps would have shown high activity mentally adds the MR increases in the attention-related
maps of the upper plus lower visual fields, one obtainsin the representation of the fovea, rather than at 10.58±
118 eccentricity. No such artifacts were seen in attention an activity map almost indistinguishable from that pro-
duced by the (sensory-based) targets themselves, ex-maps.
Nevertheless, to address this issue more specifically, cept in area V1. For example, if one adds the activity in
Figures 6C and 6E, one gets approximately the mapwe measured eye movements in subjects while they
Neuron
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Figure 5. Subjects Can Perform the Covert
Attention without Significant Eye Movements
toward the Attended Targets
(A) Representative eye movements recorded
while the subject was in the fMRI scanner,
doing the main attention task (Figure 1). The
trace is shown from the left eye, for the hori-
zontal axis; traces for the other eye and axis
were similar. Epochs of passive viewing (PV)
are indicated as darker gray columns, and
epochs of attention to a given quadrant (A-1,
A-2, etc.) are shown as lighter gray columns.
The quadrant-to-be-attended is numbered as
in Figure 1A.
(B) Similar to (A), except that it was taken
from a subsequent scan in which the subject
deliberately looked at the attended target, as
a control to calibrate the eye movements. The
eye movements in (B) are quite obvious, rela-
tive to the stable fixation shown in (A).
In both (A) and (B), the minor deflections are
due to eye blinks. The same randomization
sequence was used here for both traces but
not in the main experiments.
shown in Figure 6G, in extrastriate cortex. Similarly, the attention-related maps also respected the horizontal
meridian in V3A (black line) quite well, as revealed byextrastriate activity in Figure 6D plus Figure 6F is nearly
equivalent to that in Figure 6H. This attention-related the maps of polar angle (Figures 6A and 6B). In some
subjects, the attention-related activity spread into pre-activity was specific for both the eccentricity and the
polar angle dimensions of the sensory retinotopy. The sumptively lower-tier areas such as V3 and V2 (e.g.,
Figure 6. Selective Attention Retinotopy in
Superior Occipital Cortex
(A), (C), (E), and (G) show a common region
in the right hemisphere in one subject. (B),
(D), (F), and (H) show a similar region from a
second subject. The white lines are visual
area boundaries corresponding to horizontal
or vertical meridia, as in Figure 3. The solid
black line is the representation of the hori-
zontal meridian within area V3A. (A) and (B)
show the polar angle retinotopy for each sub-
ject (see logo to the right of [B]). (C) and (D)
show the activity produced during attention
to a target in the upper left quadrant (see
logo to the right of [D]), compared to the MR
activity during attention to the three nonat-
tended quadrants. (E) and (F) show the corre-
sponding activity during attention to a target
in the lower left quadrant. The pseudocolor
activation scale for (C) through (F) is equal to
that shown in Figure 4. (G) and (H) show the
(sensory) retinotopic effects of the bar targets
themselves, as in Figure 3A. In (C) through
(F), the attention-driven MR increases (red-
through-yellow) show a clear retinotopy. At-
tention to a target in the lower left quadrant
produced higher activity in several lower field
representations: the appropriate half of V3A
in both subjects and V3 and V2 in one subject.
Attention to the upper left quadrant produced
higher activity in the upper field representa-
tion of V3A and in the adjoining upper field
representation that comprises area V7. The
retinotopic location of the attention-related
effects (C±F) was quite consistent with the
sensory retinotopy of the bar targets (G and
H), except that little attention-related effect
was found in lower-tier visual areas such
as V1.
Retinotopy of Visual Spatial Attention
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Figure 7. Test±Retest Reliability of the Spatial Attention Retinotopy
(A) through (C) show a single region of superior occipital cortex in the left hemisphere. (A) shows the map of retinotopic polar angle, and (B)
and (C) show the activity produced by attention to a target in the upper right quadrant. The pseudocolor scale to the right is applicable to
(B) and (C). The attention data was acquired during two different scan sessions, z2 months apart (see dates above each panel). The polar
angle map was acquired in a third session, z6±8 months previously.
Figure 6E). However, unlike the sensory-based retino- produced higher MR activity in the contralateral repre-
sentations of the upper visual field, at the predictedtopy (Figures 6G and 6H), the attention-related activity
did not spread into V1 (Figures 6C±6F) at these statistical eccentricity (Figure 8B). Again, this activity was most
robust in presumptively higher-tier retinotopic areasthresholds.
In the macaque, some groups have drawn a tentative (e.g., VP, V4v, and V8), but it was less prominent in V2
and nearly insignificant in V1. Conversely, attention tovisual area (ªDPº), located immediately anterior to V3A,
which includes a crude retinotopic representation of the a target in the lower visual field produced higher MR
activity in the small contralateral representation of theupper visual field (Andersen et al., 1985a, 1985b; May
and Andersen, 1986; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). lower visual field, located in area V8 (Figure 8C).
Other groups do not report this upper field area in ma-
caque visual cortex (Gattass et al., 1988; Boussaoud et
al., 1991).
In our more sensitive retinotopic maps from humans,
we do see a crude representation of (at least) the upper
visual field, located immediately anterior to, and appar-
ently mirror-symmetric with, the upper field representa-
tion in V3A (Figures 6A, 6B, and 7A). This retinotopic
representation has not been described previously in hu-
man visual cortex. Since the most similar macaque area
(ªDPº) has not been defined consensually, and since DP
was given the lowest possible confidence rating even
by Felleman and Van Essen (1991), we have given the
human area a different name (ªV7º) rather than presume
homology to macaque DP.
Our most crucial comparisons (e.g., Figure 1) were
always acquired within the same scan session. How-
ever, these experiments required comparisons between
many hours of scanning dataÐenough data so that it
could not be acquired within a single scan session. Nev-
ertheless, Figure 7 shows that even comparisons of data
across different scan sessions are not a cause for con-
cern. Maps of selective attention in V3A and V7 (calcu-
lated as in Figure 6) were nearly identical, even when
they were acquired in entirely independent experiments,
done months apart. Furthermore, both of those attention
maps were nicely aligned with the map of polar angle
Figure 8. The Retinotopy of Spatial Attention in Inferior Occipitalretinotopy, which was also generated months pre-
Cortex
viously.
The format and experiment are similar to those described in FiguresThe results of corresponding tests in inferior occipital
6 and 7. One region of cortex is shown in all three panels. (A) shows
cortex (Figure 8) were conceptually equivalent to those the polar angle retinotopy, (B) shows the map of attention to the upper
shown above in superior occipital cortex (Figures 6 and visual field, and (C) shows attention to the lower visual field. The
pseudocolor activity scale is equivalent to that in Figures 4 and 7.7). Again, attention to a target in the upper visual field
Neuron
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The extensive signal averaging in Figure 9 also re-
vealed additional aspects of the data that were not so
obvious in the individual activity maps. Not only did
the MR signals increase during the attend-to conditions
(relative to passive viewing), but they also decreased
during the attend-away conditions. Unlike the MR in-
creases, the decreases were relatively constant in am-
plitude across visual areas. These results were con-
firmed by a one-way ANOVA on the activations in the
attend-away condition, with visual area as a within-sub-
ject factor. This analysis showed a significant mean sig-
nal decrease across areas in the attend-away condition
relative to passive viewing [F(1,5) 5 16.511, p , 0.01]
but no significant effect of visual area [F(5,25) 5 0.447,
p 5 0.811]. Reflecting the opposing signal increases and
decreases, the difference between attend-to and attend-
away conditions was significant in every area, based
on a two-sample t test assuming unequal variances [6Figure 9. Averaged MR Signal Change during Spatially Selective
subjects; V1: t(10) 5 3.48, p , 0.005; V2: t(10) 5 3.08,Attention
p , 0.01; V3/VP: t(10) 5 5.73, p , 0.001; V3a/V7: t(10) 5The black bars represent the relative level of MR signal change
during spatially selective attention in the retinotopically predicted 5.23, p , 0.001; V4v: t(10) 5 6.99, p , 0.001; and V8:
region (the ªattend-toº condition) within each visual area indicated t(10) 5 7.42, p , 0.001].
on the x axis. The gray bars represent the MR responses in the same Consistent with our retinotopic predictions (Figure 3),
cortical regions when attention is directed toward the diametrically selective attention to targets in both inferior and superior
opposite quadrant (the ªattend-awayº condition). Zero on the y axis
contralateral quadrants produced overlapping activityrepresents the mean MR level during passive viewing. The error bars
in MT1 (see Figure 10). Although there were hints of arepresent one standard error. Data from V3 and VP are combined
because in humans these are increasingly regarded as two parts of topographic variation that were dependent on target
a single cortical area. Data from areas V3A and V7 were combined position within the contralateral visual field, these varia-
for technical rather than theoretical reasons. tions were not systematic across subjects. When atten-
tion was directed to the ipsilateral visual field, there were
also MR signal decreases in MT1 in some subjects
To test these impressions further, we measured the (e.g., Figures 10). This lateralization of attention-related
MR responses during spatial attention in (1) retinotopi- activity also extended well into the cortical regions sur-
cally predicted regions of interest (ROIs) within each rounding MT1.
area (the ªattend-toº condition) and in (2) equivalent To test the reliability of these results across subjects,
ROIs during attention to the opposite (ªattend-awayº) we performed a two-way ANOVA, with the first factor
quadrant, as a control. Responses were calculated inde- being stimulus location (each of the four quadrants) and
pendently in each visual area. However, signals were the second factor being visual area (right and left hemi-
combined from all four attend-to (and attend-away) sphere MT1) as within-group factors (see Figure 11).
quadrants, for the purposes of signal averaging. This repeated measures ANOVA confirmed a significant
Figure 9 shows such results across subjects (n 5 6). interaction of stimulus location by visual area [F(3,15) 5
As in the individual activity maps, spatial attention to a 21.3, p , 0.001].
given location in the visual field produced MR increases
in the retinotopic projection of that location. Consistent
with the individual activity maps and most previous stud- Attention versus Passive Viewing
Instead of concentrating on the retinotopy of spatialies, V1 showed the least signal change (mean 5 0.13%),
and presumptively higher-tier areas (e.g., V8, V4v, V7, attention, one might ask about the relative activity levels
during spatial attention per se (that is, irrespective ofand V3A) showed larger changes (means 5 0.38%±
0.48%). To test the statistical significance of these ef- target location), compared to passive viewing of the
same stimuli. This was the experimental approach infects, we performed a one-way ANOVA, with visual area
as a within-subject factor. A significant mean signal in- earlier neuroimaging studies of visual spatial attention
(e.g., Corbetta et al., 1993, 1995; Nobre et al., 1997;crease was observed across areas in the attend-to con-
dition relative to passive viewing [F(1,5) 5 29.418, p , Culham et al., 1998). Our main attention experiment (Fig-
ure 1) was designed to address this question as well0.005]. The analysis also showed a significant effect of
visual area [F(5,25) 5 4.565, p , 0.005]. Further analysis (see Figure 12A). Surprisingly, most of the significant
activity in this comparison was relatively lower duringconfirmed a greater attention effect in higher-tier areas
relative to V1. More precisely, a pairwise comparison spatial attention, compared to that occurring during pas-
sive viewing conditions. Though initially counterintuitive,of activation in the attend-to condition between visual
areas (paired t test assuming unequal variance) showed this result is in fact perfectly compatible with the atten-
tion-related MR increases described above.a significant difference between area V1 and areas V3/
VP (p , 0.05), V3A/V7 (p , 0.05), V4v (p , 0.001), and It is easiest to understand these results when they
are considered separately in two cortical subdivisions:V8 (p , 0.001). No other pairwise comparisons yielded
significance beyond p , 0.1. (1) regions that showed prominent MR increases in the
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Figure 10. Attention-Related Activity in Area
MT1 Is Lateralized but Not Otherwise Retino-
topic
Each of the left and right columns shows a
common region from the left and right hemi-
sphere (respectively) from one subject. The cor-
tex is relatively magnified in the panels (see
calibration bar). (A) shows the activity pro-
duced during a scan comparing moving ver-
sus stationary stimuli. This revealed the loca-
tion of human area MT1, as conventionally
defined (red-through-white pseudocolor in
the panels and red patches in the logo of the
corresponding hemispheres to the right). The
location of conventional brain axes (superior±
inferior, anterior±posterior) is also shown, rel-
ative to the flattened topography. (B) through
(E) show the selective activity produced by
attention to a target in one quadrant, rela-
tive to that in other quadrants, as in Figures
4 and 6±8.
above tests for retinotopy and lateralization and (2) re- V3/VP, in subjects who also were shown a uniform gray
baseline condition in addition to the main attention para-gions that did not. Included in the first set would be
MT1 and the extrastriate retinotopic areas (e.g., V3A, digm. Those results are shown in Figure 12B. The salient
result is that attention to a given target in the (peripheral)V7, V8, V4v, etc.), centered at eccentricities near 10.58±
118. The second set of cortical regions would include V1 visual field produced consistent MR decreases at the
representation of more central eccentricities. Such MRand the extrastriate areas at eccentricities more central
than that of the targets. effects represented decreases relative to the passive
viewing epochs, when the visual stimulation was identi-Recall that the first set of cortical regions showed
these spatially selective MR increases only during one cal to that during the ªattendº conditions. Furthermore,
the MR levels during the attention task were even lower(or two, in the case of MT1) quadrant(s) of the four
tested, and MR decreases also occurred when attention than MR levels when subjects viewed only a uniformly
gray screen. An analogous t test of the data acrosswas directed to other quadrants (e.g., Figures 9±11).
Thus, one would expect little net effect in the first set subjects (n 5 6) confirmed the decreased MR levels in
central V1, V2, and V3/VP during spatial attention toof cortical regions when the results from all the ªattendº
conditions were combined together. This expectation is these peripheral targets (mean MR modulation 5 0.64%,
p , 0.001).generally confirmed in Figure 12A: higher-tier extrastri-
ate cortical regions at the retinotopic projection of the
targets did show little net decrease in activity.
Instead, the prominent MR decreases were found Discussion
throughout the second cortical subdivision (V1 and fo-
veal extrastriate representations), which did not show The comparisons between attention to one target versus
attention to another showed very clear retinotopy, in thethe pronounced MR increases in the selective attention
comparisons described above. Thus, this data poses form of increased MR signals at the cortical sites to
which the targets projected. The fact that MR signalsno discrepancy relative to the attention-related MR in-
creases described in Figures 4 and 6±9. increased (rather than decreased) during spatial atten-
tion is consistent with single unit studies in behavingTo further clarify these surprising MR decreases, we
sampled the time course from foveal V1 and V2, plus macaques, which showed correspondingly higher firing
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macaque (Moran and Desimone, 1985; Luck et al., 1997)
and with human neuroimaging studies (Mangun et al.,
1993; Heinze et al., 1994; Mangun, 1995; Clark and
Hillyard, 1996; Woldorff et al., 1997). However, those
studies did not systematically test for attention effects
in each of the retinotopic areas we sampled.
However, it could be that we found such small effects
in V1 only because our stimuli were too small (width 5
0.48) to produce robust hemodynamic effects in one or
more voxels in V1. The relatively larger receptive fields
in extrastriate cortical areas might produce more signifi-
cantly activated voxels in response to the same small
stimuli. A similar complication made it impossible to
judge whether spatial attention was operating in the
small receptive fields in macaque V1 (Moran and Desi-
mone, 1985; Luck et al., 1997). However, those authorsFigure 11. Group Data, Averaged across Subjects (n 5 6), Confirms
also noted that (unlike V2 and V4) attention-related in-the Lateralization of Activity in Area MT1
creases in baseline firing did not occur in V1, which isThe gray bars show the activity produced in MT1 within the left
at least consistent with the small size of our V1 effectshemisphere; the black bars show the corresponding activity in the
right hemisphere. Zero on the y axis represents the averaged MR (z0.13% activation).
level in MT1 during passive viewing of the same stimuli. MR signals It might seem surprising that we obtained prominent
increased in the right hemisphere when attention was directed to and lateralized effects in human MT1 based on attention
both upper and lower quadrants on the contralateral (left) side and to stationary targets. However, human MT1 does re-
vice versa (see logo in the upper left). This averaged data also
spond fairly well to flickering stationary stimuli (Tootellshowed consistent decreases in MT1 when attention was directed
et al., 1995a) similar to those used in this study. Also,to either of the ipsilateral quadrants. The error bars represent the
the infrequent shifts between horizontal and vertical barstandard error.
orientations caused a subtle percept of illusory rota-
tional stimulus motion. Prominent attention-related ef-
fects may also be an intrinsic feature of macaque MTrates during sustained attention to a given spatial loca-
(Treue and Maunsell, 1996) and human MT1 (Corbettation (e.g., Moran and Desimone, 1985; Luck et al., 1997).
et al., 1991; Beauchamp et al., 1997; O'Craven et al.,The attention-based retinotopy was approximately as
1997).precise as that revealed in the (sensory-based) retino-
Our more sensitive retinotopic maps revealed a newtopic maps (e.g., Figures 4 and 6±9). Such a finding
retinotopic area, which we call ªV7,º located just anteriorimplies that spatial attention uses some of the same
to V3A. V7 showed quite robust activity during the pres-receptive field mechanisms as the sensory-based reti-
ent experiments on spatial attention (e.g., Figures 6,notopic map. However, it could be argued that the simi-
7, and 9). V7 also appears to have been preferentially
larity in attention-based versus sensory-based retino-
activated in a previous experiment on spatial attention
topy is more fortuitous than fundamental, because there
(Culham et al., 1998), although the retinotopic mapping
is no common basis for equating the activity produced was less certain in that study. However, it should be
in the two types of experiments. Though we cannot rule noted that area V7 responds to a wide range of different
out this argument completely, we did not format our stimuli, as do most visual areas.
data in any unusual or preconceived manner for either Prior human neuroimaging studies have suggested
the sensory-based or the attention-based maps. An that spatial attention per se (relative to passive viewing
even more persuasive counterargument was the dra- or other types of attention) preferentially activates pari-
matic increase in the cortical point spread in presump- etal cortical regions (Haxby et al., 1994; Corbetta et al.,
tively higher-tier areas (e.g., V3A and V7) compared to 1993, 1995; Culham et al., 1998). Our spatially selective
that in lower-tier areas (e.g., V1). This difference in corti- attention effects were prominent in areas MT1 and V3A
cal point spread occurred in both the sensory-based (Figures 6±11), and these areas are likely connected with
maps (Figure 3A; see also Figure 11 of Tootell et al., the parietal (ªwhereº) stream. However, we did not find
1997) and the attention-based maps (e.g., Figures 4, 6, prominent or widespread activation in parietal cortex
and 7), which strongly supports the idea of common during spatial attention per se (i.e., relative to passive
underlying receptive field substrates. viewing conditions; Figure 12A). This discrepancy may
On the face of it, our results supported the hierarchical be due to the fact that stimuli in previous studies were
model of spatial attention processing, which predicts shifting or moving, whereas those in our study remained
higher attentional activity in extrastriate cortical areas in the same spatial location throughout each analyzed
compared to striate cortex. Selective attention was usu- epoch. Thus, the lack of preferential activation in parietal
ally absent in V1 in our activity maps (e.g., Figures 4 cortex here supports the original hypothesis that parietal
and 6±8), and it was correspondingly smaller than that cortical activity is selective for shifts in spatial attention
seen in extrastriate areas when our data was signal rather than activity due to spatial attention per se (Wurtz
averaged across subjects, hemispheres, and upper/ et al., 1980; Posner et al., 1984; Posner, 1988).
lower representations (Figure 9). These results are gen- Among the most unexpected features of spatial atten-
erally consistent with the relative size of attentional mod- tion per se (relative to passive viewing of the same stimu-
lus) was the prominent decrease in MR levels duringulation reported in single units from V1, V2, and V4d of
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Figure 12. Spatial Attention Produces De-
creased MR Levels in Cortical Representa-
tions Central to the Extrastriate Projection of
the Bar Targets
(A) is the map of activity during attention to
all four quadrants (i.e., all ªAº epochs in Figure
1), minus the activity during the alternating
passive viewing epochs (ªPVº in Figure 1),
in one subject. This comparison yielded MR
signals, which were lower (blue-through-cyan
pseudocolor) during the attention conditions
than during passive viewing. This ªnegativeº
activity was typically centered on the foveal
representation of V1, V2, and V3/VP, as in
the right hemisphere of this figure. The MR-
negative activity extended into the represen-
tation of the bar targets in area V1, but it
avoided the representation of the bar targets
in progressively higher areas (e.g., V3A, V7,
V8, V4v, etc.). This pattern is presumably re-
lated to the progressively stronger attention-
related MR increases in these same areas
(see Figures 4 and 6±8). To clarify this topo-
graphic relationship, we placed the visual
area names where the retinotopic representa-
tions of the bar targets were located. Little
attention-related activity was produced in pa-
rietal cortex (outermost upper portions of
each hemisphere).
(B) shows the time course of this MR activity
at the representation of eccentricities closer
than the attended target. The time course was
acquired from all voxels showing statisti-
cally significant (p , 1025) modulation (of either polarity, from the attention versus passive viewing comparison) from areas V1, V2, and V3/
VP, from the representation of eccentricities central to that of the target(08±28), from two subjects (four hemispheres). During the first 6 s, the
MR signal had not yet stabilized, so that time period has been discarded from analysis. During the remainder of the first epoch (dark gray
column), subjects viewed a uniform gray field. Thereafter, the bar targets appeared in alternating epochs as described in Figure 1. Subjects
either attended to targets in a cued quadrant (ªA,º light gray columns), or passively viewed the same stimulus (ªPV,º white columns), as
described in Figure 1. The average MR level during the first epoch (without the bar targets) was normalized to 100% (0% change). The
introduction of the bar targets to the passive viewing condition (white columns) increased MR levels slightly. However, during the ªattentionº
epochs, MR levels consistently decreased, relative to both the passive viewing of equivalent stimuli and even the average MR levels acquired
prior to the introduction of the bar targets.
spatial attention, at the representation of eccentricities visual cortex; similar attention-dependent effects were
more central than that of the stimulus targets (e.g., Fig- also reported in somatosensory cortex (Drevets et al.,
ure 12). Similar MR decreases in neuroimaging activity 1995). All this suggests that spatial attention may work
have been reported previously in the foveal representa- by decreasing neural activity at nonattended locations,
tion (Paus et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1998a). Such effects as well as increasing neural activity at the attended site.
could reflect saccadic suppression (e.g., Duffy and Similar models have been proposed earlier (Posner and
Burchfiel, 1975), the increased ªeffortº required to inhibit Dehaene, 1994).
eye movements toward peripherally presented targets
when attention is directed more peripherally. Several Experimental Procedures
examples in this study (Figures 3A, 4, and 12A) are con-
sistent with this interpretation. General Procedures
Other evidence suggests that these decreases may The techniques used here were similar to those described elsewhere
(Tootell et al., 1997; Hadjikhani et al., 1998). For the main experi-be part of a more general mechanism in which blood
ments on spatial attention, eight normal human subjects, with em-flow (and perhaps neural activity) is decreased at some
metropic (or-corrected-to) vision, were scanned in a 3T Generalcortical distance away from the locus of attention. This
Electric MR scanner retrofitted with ANMR echoplanar imaging. MR
interpretation is strongly supported by the consistent images were acquired using a custom-built surface coil, yielding
decreases in MR signal when attention was directed to nearly uniform sensitivity bilaterally throughout the occipital and
retinotopic locations different from those of the target parietal lobes and the posterior portion of the temporal lobes. Voxels
(Figures 9±11). In unpublished experiments, we have were 3.1 mm2 in plane and 3±4 mm thick. Functional MR images
were acquired using gradient echo sequences using a TE of 50 msalso found that when subjects are instructed to fixate
and 128 images/slice in 16 contiguous slices. The TR was either 4the center of a very small, foveally presented stimulus,
s (retinotopic scans) or 2 s (all other scans). Thus, each scan lasteda ring of decreased MR signal is found at more peripheral
either 8 min 32 s or 4 min 16 s, respectively.
representationsÐexactly the inverse pattern compared Most subjects were scanned in multiple sessions in order to pro-
to that in the ªfoveal inhibitionº examples considered vide test±retest data and to achieve adequate signal averaging of the
above. Furthermore, such blood flow decreases sur- smallest attention-related signals. Altogether, 152 scans (311,296
images) were acquired using our main spatial attention task fromrounding the site of cortical increases are not specific to
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eight subjects (see below). As many as 52 such scans (106,496 as incorrect. Performance on the task was monitored and calculated
online. Feedback about performance accuracy (percent correct) wasimages) were obtained from a single subject, acquired across multi-
ple scan sessions. Data from two subjects were not included in given to the subject after each scan, to boost motivation and im-
prove performance. All subjects were motivated, experienced psy-the quantitative analysis due to poor behavioral performance. For
maximum comparability, most illustrations were taken from the two chophysical subjects who were well trained on the task prior to MR
acquisition and were frequently reminded to maintain fixation onsubjects from whom we acquired the most data (NH and JH). Directly
related control scans of (1) phase-encoded retinotopy, (2) retinotopy the central point.
The task was designed to be difficult. With concentrated attentionof the main bar target stimuli, and (3) maps of nonretinotopic visual
areas such as MT1 were also acquired from all subjects (65 addi- to a given location in the visual field, these subjects were typically
able to achieve an accuracy of 70%±90% (chance performance 5tional scans, comprising 133,120 images). For comparison, similar
visual area maps were also available from 42 additional subjects. ,8%). According to subject reports, the orientation changes oc-
curring at nonattended targets were not salient enough to distractHead motion was minimized by using bite bars with deep, individu-
ally molded dental impressions. These experiments were covered attention from the attended target. Subjects did this task during
8±19 scans (16,384±38,532 images) within a given scan session.by Massachusetts General Hospital Human Studies Protocol num-
bers 90-7227 and 96-7464.
Retinotopic Control Stimuli I: Bar Targets
versus Uniform GrayMain Attention Task and Stimuli
In additional scans, we presented stimuli designed to reveal theSubjects were instructed to steadily fixate the center of the stimulus
retinotopic location of the bar targets themselves. In those controlthroughout each scan. Throughout each scan, four bars appeared,
scans, subjects fixated the center of the flashing four-bar stimulusone in each of the quadrants surrounding the central fixation point
in 16 s epochs (as in the ªPVº condition in Figure 1C) in alternation(see Figure 1A). In each quadrant, each bar was presented for 100
with 16 s views of a uniform gray, excepting the fixation point.ms, followed by an interstimulus interval without a bar, followed by
Subjects normally did two scans (4,096 images) of such stimuli inanother bar presentation, and so on (see Figure 1B). Each interstimu-
each scan session.lus interval (200±500 ms) was chosen according to an equally
weighted, random schedule, constrained within 50 ms increments.
Retinotopic Control Stimuli II: Phase-Encoded MappingIn each presentation, the bar appeared at either vertical or horizontal
To confirm the retinotopic location of the bar targets, and to revealorientation, following a randomized schedule, with vertical orienta-
the location of the retinotopic visual areas, we also did phase-tions appearing nine times more often than horizontal orientations.
encoded retinotopic mapping in each subject, in additional scans.Importantly, the timing of the bar presentations was calculated inde-
To map the (relatively crude) retinotopy in the most anterior areaspendently for each quadrant. The overall impression was a stream
of human visual cortex, extensive signal averaging and several newof four bars, presented rapidly and concurrently but nonsynchro-
procedures (described by Hadjikhani et al., 1998) were implemented.nously, at different orientations, in each quadrant.
The sum of all these manipulations produced very robust retinotopicEach bar was centered at an eccentricity of 10.58±118. The bars
maps.were presented at this relatively peripheral eccentricity for several
Since the retinotopic signal averaging required 1±2 hr of scanning,reasons. First, this moved the representations of the bar locations
we usually acquired the retinotopic data in different scan sessionsas far as possible from each other, in both the visual field and the
than those in which the attention data was acquired.corresponding cortical maps. Second, this reduced the ªblurringº
Though these retinotopic control stimuli (I and II, above) are typicalof retinotopic fMRI patterns caused by unavoidable minor eye move-
of contemporary retinotopic mapping approaches, it could be ar-ments (e.g., microsaccades) during otherwise stable fixation. Third,
gued that such tests cannot fully exclude attention-related contribu-according to subject reports, increasingly peripheral placement re-
tions from exogenously driven spatial attention, driven by the spa-duced the tendency to break fixation and look directly at the targets.
tially varying stimuli. However, such arguments are less persuasiveThe bars were made relatively long (z38 3 0.48) so that their orienta-
after one has viewed a few cycles of these repetitive retinotopiction could be spatially resolved at this eccentricity.
stimuli. Furthermore, our main manipulations of attention (above)Each attention-related scan was comprised of 16 epochs, each
manipulated endogenously driven spatial attention, without any16 s long. In alternating epochs, subjects were cued to either attend
stimulus differences between the different experimental conditionsto a single, specified quadrant (condition ªAº in Figure 1C) or distrib-
that could produce artifacts due to exogenous attention.ute their attention passively but evenly over all four bars (condition
ªPVº in Figure 1C). Within the ªattendº conditions, the quadrants-
to-be-attended were presented in random order. Data Analysis
The visual areas analyzed here were: V1, V2, V3/VP, V3A, V4v, MT1,Subjects were cued to begin passive viewing (ªPVº) by having all
bars appear blue during a single, synchronized presentation 100 V7, and V8. Areas V1, V2, and V3/VP have been described based
on retinotopic criteria in many previous reports (e.g., Schneider etms long. Subjects were cued to attend to bar orientation in a single
quadrant (condition ªAº) by having one bar appear green (the quad- al., 1993; DeYoe et al., 1996; Sereno et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1995a,
1995b, 1996, 1997, 1998a, 1998b; Engel et al., 1997). Area V3Arant to be attended), with the bars in the remaining three quadrants
appearing red, during a single, synchronized presentation 100 ms was described by Tootell et al. (1997), and V8 was described by
Hadjikhani et al. (1998). Area V4v has been described in Sereno etlong. After each synchronized bar presentation, the next bar presen-
tation occurred 200±500 ms after the end of the cueing bar presenta- al. (1995), DeYoe et al. (1996), Tootell et al. (1997), and Hadjikhani
et al. (1998). Area V7 was described briefly in Tootell et al. (1998b),tion, according to the randomized schedule described above.
The brief, synchronized cueing format ensured that subjects fix- and it is discussed more fully here. Area ªMT1º was based on
additional scans comparing moving versus stationary stimuli, as inated the central point and divided their residual attention evenly
across all four quadrants during the preceding passive viewing ep- prior reports (Lueck et al., 1989; Zeki et al., 1991; Watson et al.,
1993; Dupont et al., 1994; McCarthy et al., 1995; Tootell et al., 1995a,ochs: only by doing so could the subjects see which quadrant to
attend to, accurately and consistently. Control tests showed that 1995b).
Except for the increased signal averaging, the data analysis wasthe minor difference in cue color produced no measurable effect
on the patterns of fMRI activity. This lack of color artifact was not similar to that described elsewhere (Tootell et al., 1997; Hadjikhani
et al., 1998). Statistical maps were calculated using one of twosurprising, since a spatially unique color appeared at a given target
location less than 0.1% of the time. methods, depending on the type of comparison made. For periodic
stimulus manipulations (e.g., retinotopic mapping and two-condi-During each of the ªattendº epochs, subjects pressed a button
in the scanner every time they saw the bar-to-be-attended as hori- tions comparisons), a fast Fourier transform was performed on the
time course of each voxel. Then, the ratio of the signal power at thezontal. Responses were counted as correct only if they occurred
within 700 ms following the initial frame of bar presentation, in (and fundamental stimulus frequency and average power at all frequen-
cies was computed, excluding the first and second harmonics andonly in) the quadrant to be attended. Responses occurring at any
other time (including the passive viewing condition) were counted very low frequencies (1±3 cycles per scan). Under the assumption
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of white (temporally uncorrelated) noise, the power at each fre- discriminations of shape, color, and speed: functional anatomy by
positron emission tomography. J. Neurosci. 11, 2383±2402.quency is an independent, identically distributed x2 random variable,
and so the resulting ratio of signal power is F distributed. On this Corbetta, M., Miezin, F.M., Shulman, G.L., and Petersen, S.E. (1993).
basis, the significance of the activation at each voxel was deter- A PET study of visuospatial attention. J. Neurosci. 13, 1202±1226.
mined using an F statistic. Corbetta, M., Shulman, G.L., Miezin, F.M., and Petersen, S.E. (1995).
In the main attention experiment (e.g., Figure 1), which compared Superior parietal cortex activation during spatial attention shifts and
multiple conditions in randomized epochs, the statistical signifi- visual feature conjunction. Science 270, 802±805.
cance maps were computed using linear regression analysis. The
Crick, F. (1984). Function of the thalamic reticular complex: thefMRI signal was modeled as a linear convolution of a hemodynamic
searchlight hypothesis. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 81, 4586±4590.impulse function (a g function with typical parameters; e.g., Dale
Culham, J.C., Brandt, S.A., Cavanagh, P., Kanwisher, N.G., Dale,and Buckner, 1997), with a neuronal activation function that was
A.M., and Tootell, R.B.H. (1998). Cortical fMRI activation producedassumed to be constant during each epoch. The activation ampli-
by attentive tracking of moving targets. J. Neurophysiol. 80, 2657±tude for each condition was estimated from the fMRI time course
2665.at each voxel, by fitting the fMRI signal model to the observed time
course. The significance of the difference between the activation Dale, A.M., and Buckner, R.L. (1997). Selective averaging of rapidly
amplitudes of different conditions was computed using a standard presented individual trials using fMRI. Hum. Brain Map. 5, 326±340.
t statistic. Desimone, R., and Duncan, J. (1995). Neural mechanisms of selec-
In several across-subject analyses, MR time courses were ex- tive visual attention. Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 18, 193±222.
tracted from voxels within specified visual areas and/or within ec-
DeYoe, E.A., Carman, G.J., Bandettini, P., Glickman, S., Wieser, J.,centricity-bounded portions of specific visual areas. The linear re-
Cox, R., Miller, D., and Neitz, J. (1996). Mapping striate and extrastri-gression estimates of percent signal change for different conditions
ate visual areas in human cerebral cortex. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.were then averaged within each ROI for each subject. Finally, these
USA 93, 2382±2386.
ROI-based averages were compared statistically, as described in
Drevets, W.C., Burton, H., Videen, T.O., Snyder, A.Z., Simpson, J.R.,the text.
Jr., and Raichle, M.E. (1995). Blood flow changes in human somato-
sensory cortex during anticipated stimulation [see comments]. Na-Acknowledgments
ture 373, 249±252.
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